
Build the right skill set and mindset
to hold others accountable, prevent
and turn around poor performance,

prevent and eliminate a sense of
entitlement and entitlements, and to

do so professionally, firmly,
respectfully, and effectively.

IN THIS ELITE WORKSHOP YOU'LL DO THE FOLLOWING:
Learn how to hold people accountable more
conversationally, respectfully and firmly, and key
strategies for establishing and implementing
consequences for non-performance.
Learn how to use accountability to prevent, and
reverse, entitlement.
Keys to developing a stronger skill set and mindset
overall to ensure you hold people accountable
more consistently.  

Learn through word tracks how to effectively
confront employees who are negative "poisons,"
under-performing in their positions, or trying to
sabotage you and your initiatives.
Learn to deal effectively with the "toxic achiever" that
performs well, but violates values.
Learn the three key steps to accountability; and why
accountability isn't harsh or mean, but completely
fair and necessary for optimal performance. 

HOW TO MASTER THE ART OF

ACCOUNTABILITY
INVESTMENT: $1,500 PER PERSON

This includes the two-day workshop, workshop
materials, breakfast and lunch each day. Does not
include transportation or lodging.

2021 DATES:
February 17-18
April 7-8
October 6-7

VENUE:
Dave Anderson's Elite Center - Located in Agoura
Hills, CA, 35 miles North of LAX airport and 15
miles from Malibu beach.

Dave Anderson, "Mr. Accountability," is a leading
international speaker on personal and corporate
performance improvement. The author of 15 books -
most recently, Intentional Mindset: How to Develop
Mental Toughness and a Killer Instinct - and host of the
wildly popular podcast, The Game Changer Life, Dave's
message has impacted leaders in over 145 countries. His
"in-the-trenches" background of starting and running
world class businesses, coupled with his relatable non-
academic approach, creates an unmatched connection
that resonates with audiences and moves them to action.
Follow Dave on Twitter @DaveAnderson100

REGISTER YOUR
TEAM NOW!

818-735-9503
Ryan@LearnToLead.com

www.LearnToLead.com/Events

Breakout sessions in private breakout rooms to
work on course material and prepare action plans

for returning to your organization.

Intimate class size and personal coaching from
Dave on how to deal with specific accountability

issues you currently face. 

CLASS SIZE LIMITED TO ELEVEN GUESTS

FOR AN INCREASED INTIMATE,

INTERACTIVE, IMPACTFUL AND SAFE

EXPERIENCE.


